Assessment:
Unconscious?
Deeply unresponsive?

Yes

Are there reversible causes?
(hypoglycemia, arrhythmia, etc)?

Yes
See relevant protocol

No

Optimize BVM *

PCP
ICP
ACP
CCP

Oral ETI to a maximum of 2 attempts ***

PCP
ICP
ACP
CCP

- Consider extraglottic device **
- Call for ALS Backup
- Initiate Transport

ICP
ACP
CCP

ETI Confirmation
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Transport
Extraglottic device - BVM

ICP
ACP
CCP

* Two person jaw thrust, OPA mask size, mask positioning

** Cardiac arrest only for PCP's

*** Attempt 1: Best position, Best person, BURP, Both hands, Bougie, Tube size

Attempt 2: Blade change, Adjust pt. position, Address difficulty

Attempt = prolonged laryngoscopy without ETI, esophageal placement